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Anime like death note and parasyte

Both shows: *Produced by Madhouse. *Main characters are accompanied by a being outside their 'normal' world. * Main characters hide their secret from everyone. * People with ''mysterious deaths', although the causes are different in each show. While there are many differences, they are both great if you enjoy series
with good quality and dark undertones. Report Recommended by Lylaaz Both animes have a premise, death note is the death note, and parasyte becomes the parasyte. Both shows have characters who build and develop around this premise. which in turn also creates a thicker plot and interesting set pieces of the story.
Report Recommended by RicardosFlick In both shows the main character stumbles upon a supernatural force and has to hide it from everyone. He uses that power for what he thinks is good for humanity. He is also accompanied by a cynical supernatural being who comes with that power, and he is usually the only one
who can speak against it. These are dark, psychological shows and have a very similar atmosphere. Report Recommended by Aethyr13 I really found my self that I was re-viewing Death Note with different Plot. Like 1) Cops are suspected of Being Light for being **** (censored), the same case for parasyte's protagonist.
2) Man is killed in both anime and agents try to solve it. 3) Shinigami Ryuk can be seen in terms of Migi (Parasyte, right hand of Shinichi) that no one knows but him for both cases. Report Recommended by wasif_khan Both shows have similar dark shades. They have a supernatural element connected to main characters
who have to keep it a secret. report Recommended by opasnimiki Same studios. Both characters have something to hide from other people and both feel psychological stress. Same atmosphere and dark shades. Report Recommended by Kns- Similar style and narrative structures. report Recommended by -j-- Both have
very interesting plots that are thought-provoking. Both anime are really good and are a big name for a reason. Both are great from start to finish. Both have some hilarious moments in them! Report Recommended by SixLeafCloverOF They both tell the story of a male high school student acquiring the titular power, which
belongs to a supernatural being who proceeds to guide/support the protagonist as he uses this immense power with good intentions, with this power gradually and radically changing him. He keeps his power secret from most people and is hounded because of his association to it. As a result, he becomes more and more
involved with the police. With this same starting point, they bring such stories about it, because each anime has a power, a set of characters and a progression, which is unique to their respective anime. In addition both anime come from madhouse studio. report Recommended by SekaiDied Both stories follow someone
who suddenly comes into possession of a one Power. Both protagonists fight to hide their powers from others while using the powers for various reasons. Both animes are also meant to make you as a human being doubt your values and morals, which I found interesting. Both anime's also have an element of research of
sorts. Death Note has much more involvement with the police, but Parasyte also has a hefty amount. My first recommendation, however, I could help feel like the two were similar as I was watching Parasyte. Report Recommended by Guila_ Both series have a fairly low amount of randomness where strange elements
are added to the story that completely change the course of the story and can feel very unnatural and unnecessary for some people, people who like their stories to have an honest conflict with credible progression from point to point will probably enjoy both series. report Recommended by mark_zuckerboard Ornamental
by stranger. Death Note and Parasyte both follow a high school student who ends up getting paired with an unearthly existence. During this period, students must remain undercover of the looming threats posed by these unearthly beings. DN had Light make one of Ryuk's obituaries, and thus become a serial killer.
Parasyte has Shinichi with a parasite, Migi, living in him. Both are good anime with the same character progressions. Although DN is a supernatural, Parasyte is sci-fi. Both brought by the same studio Madhouse. report Recommended by NextUniverse Both horror, both incredibly exciting, and both are made by the same
studio. Report Recommended by Itsuki1 Cheeky Kid has been watching anime and reading manga for as long as he can remember. With that, he takes him to different worlds. Parasyte - the maxim - is a great adaptation of a large manga. Parasyte -The Maxim-For an anime based on a really old manga, Parasyte -the
maxim-, also known as Kiseijuu: Sei no Kakuritsu, turned out to be one hell of a ride with its gruesome theme and captivating plot. It really is one of the best action/horror/thriller anime. It almost keeps you glued to your chair. But what would you expect from a manga that managed to get itself animated - in this day and
age? There are so many great and gruesome titles out there that you don't run out of exciting and exciting things to watch for a while. Plot Summary of ParasyteAliens known as Parasyten invaded Earth by taking over the brains and bodies of their hosts. One of the unfortunate targets was 17-year-old Izumi Shinichi. But,
fortunately enough for him, his reaction and reflexes blocked the Parasyte from entering his brain, and instead, it was in his right hand. The next day, when Shinichi woke up, he thought everything was a dream. But in reality, the Parasyte became a part of him as his right hand, and they must coexist to fight against other
Parasytes who see them as potential threats to their Survival. Top 7 Anime Similar to ParasyteSo here they come. Whether you're done or not, the anime similar to Parasyte is going to cut their way to your watchlist. Tokyo Ghoul Death Note Gantz Terra Formars Elfen Song Psycho-Pass Midori no Hibi (Midori Days)
Kaneki Ken must navigate his new identity as a half ghoul in Tokyo Ghoul. Tokyo Ghoul1. Tokyo GhoulThe StoryAs blissful as people live freely in Tokyo, ghouls on the other hand are forced to hide in the shadows. In fact, they are hunted down by researchers because of their rather peculiar and unorthodox only source
of nutrition – humans. One day, a student named Kaneki Ken is on a date that he thinks is going very well- except for the fact that his date is a ghoul. A series of unfortunate events leaves him seriously injured. The only way to save him is through an urgent organ transplant, with the organs coming from the very ghoul
who tried to devour him. When he wakes up, he is forced to deal with the horrific changes that take place inside. Will he ever be able to live as a human again? Or will he accept his tragic fate and live like a ghoul? No matter what he chooses, he has to deal with the rare scenario of both a human being and a ghoul. The
SimilarityThe main similarity comes from the fact that both main characters have the misfortune to face life-changing events that completely change their human ways. Kaneki Ken has to deal with his abrupt transition to a ghoul, while Shinichi Izumi must live, coexist, and survive with a stranger who is joined with his
hand. In both cases, both must fight and fight for their lives.2. Death NoteThe StoryWhen Light Yagami saw a black notebook fall from the sky, he had no idea it would completely change his life for a dark turn. After all, the notebook is a Death Note. It's capable of killing anyone whose name is in it. Light eventually uses
his power to try to kill and change every criminal in the world. He bears the name Kira and pretends to be a god and savior of the world. Not everyone accepts him and agrees with his form of justice, though. One of them is L, a mysterious man with a brilliant mind who drives Kira to a corner. And so begins the battle of
mind and brains between Kira and L-all while the Death Note and the Shinigami (Death Gods) are in play. The SimilarityDark elements and grim secrets–those are what binds the two anime together. In terms of setting and plot, both are dark enough to make the audience shiver in terror. There are many grim secrets
(which are usually deadly), but the main secrets kept by the main characters of anime are the existence of the Death Note and the Parasytes.3. GantzThe StoryWhat comes after death? No one really knows, but for Kei Kurono and an unhappy couple, they re-spawn in an inescapable room with a mysterious black orb
bulb the middle. That sphere is known as the Gantz, and it now controls their lives. From alien hunting to twisted excursions, the people who re-spawned in Gantz's room are forced to do his bidding. Usually it's about really dangerous situations, but there's light at the end of the tunnel if they ever succeed in their activities
- they can either get their lives back and forget everything or choose to revive a fallen party member. Anyway, it's a very difficult achievement to claim a prize from Gantz. The SimilarityGantz can't compare to the amazing story and wide reception of Parasyte, but, theme- and plot-wise, it might be one of the closest like it.
There are aliens in both, and killing them off is one of the main objectives. And while Gantz may not seem bright about his character development, he does shine with his very engaging action and battle scenes.4. Terra FormarsThe StoryMars - it is the planet known as the next frontier of humanity. As science and
technology reached the levels that could explore Mars and make it a habitable place, humanity sent cockroaches and mosses to begin the cycle of life on the planet. Everything went well and according to plan until a few hundred years later something terrible happened – the cockroaches mutated and evolved to
dangerous heights. The cockroaches turned into destructive monsters that possess gigantic power and intellect, as well as hostility, and mark them as a major threat to the Aarde.Nu, when a deadly virus reached The Earth from Mars, humanity sends an expedition (made up of very capable warriors) to Mars to capture
some Terra Formars specimens and fight the threat that threatens to destroy humanity. The similarities for Terra Formars, the conflict is much more direct and simpler. If you've seen the Parasytes trying to blend into society and destroy it from within, that's the opposite for the Terra Formars. It is because the Terra
Formars fight with huge numbers and their hatred for humanity is a natural instinct. In the end, this anime takes the notch a level higher by declaring a war against humanity from the beginning. Lucy has multiple personalities – one determined to kill, and another who is sweet and innocent. Elves Song5. Elves LiedThe
StoryIn a distant secret facility, there exists a dangerous group of special human beings who are held and studied through scientific experiments. They are the Diclonius. Among them is their queen, Lucy, who is being held in the deepest part of the facility. When a careless little mistake is made, was released and her
anger was unleashed! Humanity will soon face the burning wrath of the Diclonius queen. Lucy is especially determined to destroy the entire human race. The Parable May be an obvious gore and violence in Parasyte, but if you haven't seen Elves Song yet, seen, haven't seen it all! That's because Elves Song is a much
higher ranked anime in the horror and gore section. Both types cut and cut, but Parasyten can't hold a candle to the Diclonius.In Psycho-Pass, the enforcers use technology to determine who is a potential threat. Psycho Pass6. Psycho-PassThe StoryIn the future, measuring people's criminal tendencies will be made
possible with the help of the Psycho-Pass. Using this technology, enforcers are able to determine who is guilty or not (and bring justice accordingly) at the touch of a button. But as useful as the Psycho-Pass seems to be, it still has some serious imperfections waiting to be discovered. With the Psycho-Pass available to a
crime-fighting enforcement organization, it is up to them to use it to its full potential while serving the world and ridding it of crime. It's not an easy task, though, as crime never sleeps and the technology they possess is still far from truly perfect and just. The SimilaritiesA lot of things separate Parasyte from Psycho-Pass,
but there is still a very fine line that connects the two. For one, Psycho-Pass carries the same dark and mysterious elements as Parasyte. Although the story and the plot are not technically the same, the theme and atmosphere are very close to it. And besides, Psycho-Pass works within the framework of society and
living within which is very much the same as in Parasyte.7. Midori Days (Midori no Hibi) The StoryFor Seiji Sawamura, who is a high school delinquent has completely ruined his chances of having a normal romantic high school life and a normal reputation on school grounds. Because of his rather infamous status, he is
always rejected by girls, which leads him to believe that the only companion he will ever have in his life is his noisy right hand. But then suddenly something happened out of nowhere – he wakes up and discovers that his right hand has become a girl! The girl on his right is Midori Kasugano - a shy girl who has been in
love with him for three years. No one knows exactly what happened, but Midori is now his right-hand man. . . . Literally! So now they have to live in coexistence until they discover the mystery surrounding their awkward but funny predicament. The LikenessWats, it's clear that the genre and story of this is very different
from what we've talked about. But, that's the point! I want you to get your better and take a break from all the ultra-serious and dark themes and horror. Believe it or not, this one deserves to be on this list. After all, it shares an important detail with Parasyte. And that detail is none other than the creature in / on the right!
Yes, it must be! No further explanation needed.CommentsCalema on July 30, 2018:Kabaneri of the iron fortCaster on July 22, 2018:I Think Ajin is closer than any of these. Marwan Marwan on January 27, 2018:Watch guilty crown, but be patient it's all going to happen around episode 11 or something, it has 24 episodes
and doesn't end with a cliffhanger. Cliffhanger.
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